Instructions for Kits AC2EC, AC2-NS and AC3EC, AC3EC-NS

Caution: Identify and know the chemicals you are working with and if they have compatibility with the materials used in these kits. Material used in these kits are a) Stainless steel b) Zinc plated steel c) SBR rubber d) Neoprene closed cell foam

These kits are designed for use only by experienced and trained personnel and only for temporary control.

Proper protective clothing and personal safety equipment must be worn at all times.

SET UP

A) DETERMINE SIZE OF PIPE & SELECT PROPER PATCH.
B) IF POSSIBLE, APPLY PATCH TO SIDE OF LEAK AND TIGHTEN BOLTS SLIGHTLY.
C) SELECT PROPER SIZE SOCKET.

PATCHING PIPE

A) SLIDE PATCH OVER LEAK AND TIGHTEN.

NOTE:
ADDITIONAL SOFT AND HARD NEOPRENE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS KIT FOR ODD Sized PIPES, JAGGED EDGED LEAKS OR WHEREVER YOU MAY NEED IT.